
#Quantum Monte - Carlo

Until nrw we always aimed for represen-
tations of the many-body wave functions.

However, if we are only interested inobservables,

we don'tnecessarily need representations of 143.

Instead, we can rewriteexpectation values

as:

(8) =Tr[583

-Err (r, ...alır!...ri)r'...'18...)

Let us assume 8is diagonal inthe choosen basis:

!18 18....) =dir --- drin 0(r,...)

=(8) =di Plr. ... () 015....r)

where plo.... ) is the prob, to find the confign-
ration (0,...52).
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Assume now,
that we where able to create

samples 2e where W is the set of configur
rations per degree of freedom 5j, distributed accor-

ding to p(E). Let us draw N samples [EYn-1... N
them:

co) =iOCE"=Ör
is an approx. So ca) inthe state 5.

Now perform MEIN upititions of the estimation:

() =in Quim
which has the estimated error:

(0) =a]

-rm-
Note thatthe repeated sampling is required to esti-

mate (80), Since a direct estimation of

10-3832)" would require knowledge of (8).
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Now we have;

(m-(orL) =un (Om(n) -(ÖN) (Om(n) - (Ö))

We now demand that the samples In are drawn

independenty. Then we have inthe limit M-8:

Var [N,8] o i(d=(0(8)p(n) - (Ör))

+ (dandE(0(n) p(en) - (Ör))(0(n) p(n) -(är))

-<- <3))/N

in (wa-säl
=Var (8)/N

=>(80r) =0)
The error scales as it!

Remarks:

(i) For this estimation we need independent

samples:p(i,[j) =P(i) p(Ej) ꋾ



(ii) For independent samples, we can use central

limit theorem, i.e. the errors 8-(r) is

normal distributed for M lange. Then 10(68%)

of all samples (5) are inthe miteral I(8003

ciiil Evaluating OCE) typically only scales-O(LY

with a small wideger!

Now the question remains:

How to generate widependent samples distributed

according to p(E)?

Idea:Choose I =e
P

with B50 the invose
EB

temperature B =I(k =1).

(a) Given a sample I, we can in most practical

situations evaluate H(I) vey cheaply.

(b) From a sample I, we can create another

sample I' bynoting that the ratio
p(E)
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is given bye-BH=) /e-BHIE).

(C) Imagine a system is inconfiguration 5.

The prob. is p(E) & the prob. it transitious

ido o'is given by:

p(2) ap() =p(= -r)p(z)

Since platz) onlyequires
evaluation of

HIE) & HE), it should be simple to

sample trajectories:

I, +Ez -> Iz
-...

Now all we need to ensure is:

· Eusucreated this way are independent for

some no

· Encho are drawn according to the desired

p() =e

- PH()/zi ꋾ



E. 1Markor chain & Metropolis algorithm

Let EnEmt 8" be configurations & W
nu
the

prob, that the transition on -> Em occurs.

Pun describes a
Markov process, if:

W(i) amb0 for all n, m

(ii) 2?Wum =1

Important:Prob to transition fromEn Em mot

only depend on End

we need a certaintype of Markor process:

(i) a) configurations must be reachable from

any
ober configuration:WatS8, MEN

(ii) we want to map probabilitydistributions
to

probability distributions under Wum:

p(Em) =2? Wump(En)
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Because 1 =2? p(En) =in(pla
=p(n) =1

There is an important consequence of these restrictions:

Denote by1
=(PE,) p() ... plEs)) where

D =1001" the number of all possible configu-
ralious. Then Wim can be treated as a

matrix &:

wT. =c

from condition (ii). Thus, the stationary
distribution of E is just the desired

probability distribution p(E)!

It can be reached starting from any
configuration & successive evolution under

ꋾ



Igenerates p()/Power-methodbbd).
Now we can easily formalize our initial

idea:

If Wum Sadisfies p(n)Wum
=

p(Em) Wan ,

them IC) is the stationary distribution of

Num.

This implies:- Icompare this

to p(In-fr))

Sketch for 8 ={4, 43:

↑414 t
↑

↑ E,

4is ford C with prob. min(1,
↑i ↑ ↑ ↑

↓ ↓ 5 L
-2

Simplest realization: Flip only one spin";"

wh=(n,win) Wilwi)
ꋾ



We can show easily that varying;from 1,...12,

this is a
Markow process with stationary distri-

bution Plan, ..., kn). Then we obtain

P /,n, ..., Tin = 1, ..., Wul= P (4,n, ..., fin*, ..., Wa,n)

#1.1 Local Monte - Carlo algorithms
Markow processes

with adesired stationary
distribution p(E) can be constructed by

updating only one degree of freedom at a

time. Consider spin-I degrees of freedom

on a d-dimensional cubic laftice will

2 spins along each direction:V=2 "Spais.

The transition probabilities should satisfy
detailed balance:

p(En)Wum
=p(m) Wun ɩ



=>p(n) War =2? p(m) Wa

=p(n)? War =pEul
i.e. detailed balance for Wum w.r.t.plan)

imples that pE) is the stationary distr.!

We decompose Wim into local updates:

WIEn-En) =j wa

whereilabels the V sites on the hypercube.
(i]

Here, Wim means keep all spins fixed except

for site j:

wär=; drin (in) Wie jim).

18 w satisfy detailed balance:

plan, ...,n, ...Trul win =pln, ..., ja, ...,n) wohn
ɩ



& w? is Markor-process:Ewa =1, them

for V subsequent updates fin-Fr, SantEm, ...

we get:
Site 1:

plam, ..., sum) woh= pln, zm, ---,Sum) nom

=>plam, ...,sale =pan, km, ..., sra

Site 2:

plm, ..., sm)wi =pn, Eau, Tsm, ...,a) wen
-

Site Vi

plan, ..., am)wi =plan...ei

2 plan, ..., eu),- plan ...2wiss-> P.um je um

FiniEu ꋷ



using war, inwi is Makov: =p(n,...r
=>stationary distribution is againp(F).

Question:

How to choose now wh?

Easy, only have to fulfill Markov-conditions &

detailed balance!

Note:The state space per site is small!

For spin -:n={4,4}

Heat-bath update

wih is chosen such
that final state un

is independent on initial state v:

was wiee I wie =

e

- B Han, ...,m, ...,Ful

2e-BH(Tn, .-,ja...[()
Jjm=Tib
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Clearly we
have detailed balance:

plan, ..., jn, .... und e- BHIn, ...,n, ...,Fr)

pl, ...,m, ...,r) e-PH
n, ..., sim, ...,sr) =

& Markov-process:2Wie= 1.

Metropolis update

Head bath has a problem:It chooses new config

independent on purious config.
What if In is

a very unlikely config? Heat bathdoes not

came when determining whn. This can be and

taking prob. of In wido accound:

↑(n, .... im, ...,Tru)
wein-min (1, plan, ..., sjn, ..., Wun I

1Plan, ..., in, ..., frn) plin, ..., im, ...,w)



Ken the new config is choose for sur!

For spin-z:

Wi =mi (1,
e-Hin, ..., win, ...,wun

I
e-BH (an, ..., gu, ---, WVn)

wi ==2=

prove detailed balance & Markor-properties as

exercise

1.2 Autocorelation time

We saw that we need statistically independent

samples on
to properly estinate the sta-dev.

For local updates (n, ..., Tin, ..., dun) ->In, .,Tju, ...Fru)

This is surely not the cap.

So how many Markow-stps do we have to

take until EnEm are widependent?

ꋺ



Conside again the variance of an observable

8 for N samples [En] inMindependent realizations:

var [N,0] =</i(OCE-(ärhlY
where (0) relers to the average over the M

realizations. We now define the autocondation

No (n -m) =( (028n) - (Ör)) (0(Em]
- (ä)))

=>Var (N, 8] =ie , Po(n - m)

*** var (8) +ir_, Yoln-m)

The second vanishes for independent samples

Eu,Fm(ses .1) but inpractice it's finite.

For large (n-ml we get for Markov-chanis:

(n-m) ~ e

-"
-

*
,

e it
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Lit can be shown that =-eit, where x,1

is the second larpst eigenvalue of Wum!

Using ig(n-m) =Pölln-mi) we get:

=, Pölln analeine
N

M
=62((m)

N-1i ürn =2:(N - n)ig(r)

=Vor (8,) =( 1 +2:11 -))
=01 +(m)

Tuns, the estimator for uncomelated

samples Welt is corrected by im!

ꋼ



#3 Cluster Route - Carlo algorithmus

Systems at Imperatures
-

aTa where is is

te critical Rep. of a conbinonos phase transitions,
exhibit universal behavior. Inparticular the

correlation length's diverge:9- IT-Tal

Example:

CD-Ising model:
F =-3*

(m)
N

1 -

(n) =25
0,5 -

I
Tc1 =1)

=2,265

Is T

Corelation functioni

18573 =35) - 55(55)isS
What does this mean for local updates?

ꋽ



Critical slow-down

For Metropolis update the acceptance prob is
B7iEnj

pi =mi(1, P8ani

Only if"j"is
at bounday of clusters we get

large accept. -prob. Since It is invariant under

55 -5,for all j, P(E)
=PEE) & we can

estimate number of surface sites bycovering
22 area with patches of size":

Apatches==> - I bondary sites

=>acceptance rade becomes

~ patches =pets

(i) IT-Tc1>0:

theGreen clusters have spins
> 19

L

es E aligned 4. Any. Size is
will

W
~ (x =i - 0(1)

war mitt
ꋾ



(ii) IT-Tc = 0 :

Green clasters have spins

Weichen aligned 4. Any. Size is
I

~ (v2 =i5-

Close to critical temperature, the acceptance
rate goes down z => Im diverges:

im IT-Tal
- **

- 94

and here z =2 (from above estination: L samples

to succesfully flip one spiel,

known as critical slow-down! But this
not

a problem of the method:Dependency on In

inobservable estimation comes from Ware being
local! Idea:use global updates!

ꋻ



Cluster decomposition
We ward to device a Makov- process salisfycig
detailed balance such that more than 1site can

be updated without evaluating probabilities for too

many different configurations!

Consider a configuration of spinnt degrees of freedom:
*

*Notea label clustes of alignee↓
G4

↑I ↓44 spins to this configuration:

↓444 G
={Gr,G,G,Gx, ...)

A configuration I can be decomposed into various

Clusters! Let's identify clusters with graphs (here

bond percolation graphs) & decompose p(F):

p(F) =ig W (F,G) for all possible graphs GEG.

The prob. to fuid a certaingraph G ina
w



given config I is

④(G)=

For the bond-perculation graphs we can factor Wi

w(F,a) =V(G)1(z,G)

where VIC) is the prob. to find graph G out of all

possible lattice - compatible graphs G &A,G) sorts out

graphs incompatible with :

xxa) =(
1 if G ->G

0 otherwise

Now introduce a Markor process:

GG

Wam =wh? Wem

where:(i) Wie is transition amplitude from graph

G -G' given In ꋸ



(ii) Wer is transition amplitude from

config EntFu given G

Detailed balance:

(i) Pen(a) W PenIG'WI

ifwe alwayschoose a new graph athen

wa=1 =E-=1

(ii) Polen) warPa(Em) won

Here Pc(En) is the prob, to have configIn

& we can assign graph G from Ini

Pq(n) =W(En,G)

=>WIn,G)c? =wm, c)w

Es=oe
&1because In Em compatible with Rec



G, otherwise wie =

0 for all n,m!

we now only need to choose whm to

obey p()
=g (G).

Consider graphs constructed from aligned, neighborng

Spins:
Graph 0-0 0 O p(E)W

Spais

~ e

+PI
↑4 1 =1 1 =1

↑d 1 =0 1 =1 ~ e

- B7

↑ 1 =0 1 =1 ~ e
-BI

+BJ
↓
t 1 =1 1 =1 ~e

e

For PEC) =G)
+

*e-B3/eBt if
i4or t

otherwise

For wh flipcluster of connected spuis (which

kaps graph G ritact) withch
=wn.

Examples discussed on sheet 4.
ꋹ



Remarks

(i) In the step(En, G) -> (En, G') Clustes are

allowed to
grow.

Near T=To this will

happen almost surely since PF(G) #0

only for aligned spins

(ii) Away from T=Ta large clusters are unlikely
sonly with prob. ~ E). Then updates can

become
very expensive

civis observingto a switching from local

to cluster updates is good strategy!

ꋺ


